
Date Submitted Comments Responses
04/28/2016 

04:12am The new paninis in the cafe are not as good as the paninis from last term. What happened? We occasionally have to buy in due to 
staff/time restraints

04/28/2016 
06:52am

Please, please PLEASE make the other brownies without the icing and with nuts for the cafe sometimes. 
They are the most beautiful thing on this earth and they haven't been made in ages! Noted

05/01/2016 
09:25am

There are no chicken enchiladas on the menu for this term - please can we have them again.  They are 
the best. Thank you. We try to vary the menu.

05/02/2016 
09:21am

Keep up the great vegan food! Love it. This week (2nd May) there are two meals labelled as vegetarian 
that are actually vegan according to the nutritional info (samosas and balti) - I'm glad I clicked on the 

links otherwise I wouldn't have bothered going to the buttery! Otherwise keep up the good work.
Thank you and sorry for the error

05/02/2016 
09:24am Equalised serving portions please :) Not as easy as it sounds

05/02/2016 
09:25am Can we get the paninis from last term brought back into the cafe please? As above

05/03/2016 
05:22am All of the apple/peach/rhubarb etc crumbles that you do are really really great, thanks so much! Thank you

05/03/2016 
07:51am

Any possibility of healthier options for brunch instead of fried bread etc.? Toast would be a nice 
alternative Available

05/03/2016 
10:49am

Hi do we no longer have ice creams in buttery(I find the fridge is removed)?  Can we have hot pancakes 
in brunch? Cheers! We will look into this

05/03/2016 
06:34pm Can we have ribs in buttery? Yes

05/04/2016 
10:48am Can we have ice creams in cafe or bar so that we could buy some when hall is closed...cheers! Yes during Easter Term

05/07/2016 
03:51am

vegetarian options are a lot worse at the weekend compared to during the week when they are 
normally great There is no reason this

05/07/2016 
07:50pm Had really really good Peking chicken in Peterhouse hall. Could we also have that? We try and vary the menu.

05/11/2016 
03:23am What has happened to the nice brownies in the cafe? The current ones with icing are really not good Noted

05/11/2016 
04:57am The tuna steak today was AMAZING, please can we have it again. Only when the price is right

05/11/2016 
08:27am thai marinated tuna steaks were lit - good amount of spicyness too Thank you


